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Abstract In this article, we examine the narratives of the Civil Rights Movement as
presented in cinematic narratives and in accounts of civil rights leaders. We conduct
a comparative analysis focusing on the comparison of the Civil Rights narratives of

the Hollywood films The Long Walk Home (1989) and Driving Miss Daisy (1989),
to the 1997 audio series Will the Circle Be Unbroken? In the analysis, we identify a

Hollywood and a black consensus narrative, but there are important differences in
the representational politics of black activists who participated during the Civil
Rights Movement and that of Hollywood filmmakers. In particular, our findings

reveal that the two Hollywood films downplay black agency, deploy the white
heroin character, privilege sentimental aspects over historical references, limit the
historical scope of the movement, and use a language of intimacy and optimism

about race relations. These depictions sharply differ from the black consensus
narrative in which life under Jim Crow, black activism, unity, struggle, and group
resilience are emphasized.
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Introduction

The 'interracial black-led'1 Civil Rights Movement (CRM) marked an era that lasted

16 years (1954-1970; Griffin 2004: 548). While goals for the Movement were
numerous, they included the pursuit for racial justice and an end to Jim Crow
segregation in the South and informal segregation elsewhere. Furthermore,
participants of the Movement worked to expand legal, economic, gender, and labor
rights. Anti-discrimination laws in education and housing, and the passing of the

Civil Rights Act in 1964 and the Voting Rights Act in 1965 stand as historical
evidence of the Movement's success (Isaac 2008). The Movement is part of public
memory as it is shown by the numerous museums that pay tribute to the memory of
the movement, the hundreds of commemorative official and community events that

we celebrate each year, and by the messages associated with the Movement that are

created and transmitted in popular culture and public discourse across societal
institutions (Romano and Raiford 2006).

The Movement is also a stage for the unfolding of important ideological
struggles. Most recently, the clash of Civil Rights narratives on the 47th anniversary
of Martin Luther King Jr.'s "I Have a Dream" speech exemplifies the scope of these
struggles. On that day, in front of an overwhelmingly conservative white audience,
Glenn Beck delivered a Civil Rights narrative imbued with a message of Christian

revival. His speech at the "Restoring Honor to America" rally was a religious and
nationalist narrative in which he invoked the memories of Dr. King and the CRM,

suggesting that these models of moral courage and achievement and sources of
moral strength are desperately needed today to renew the American character and
create a better future. In lieu of justice, human rights, or social conflict, it was
the moral legacy of great Americans like the Founding Fathers and Dr. King that

gave form to Beck's CR tale.2 At a counter rally that day, in front of a mostly
black audience of labor leaders, civil rights activists, and other progressives, Al
Sharpton delivered a speech in which he linked past anti-racism struggles with the

concrete achievements of the Movement, and lingering racial, gender, and class
injustices. Sharpton and other speakers produced what we call a continuity
narrative , marked by a focus on connecting past and present struggles for justice

and equality. The contrasting meanings of Beck's moralizing narrative and

1 Julian Bond uses the words "interracial black-led movement" to describe the CRM in the preface he
wrote for the Curriculum Guide developed for the oral series Will the Circle be Unbroken?

At the rally, Governor Sarah Palin also encouraged the spectators to focus on the value of honor and
revere the accomplishments of the American nation. Palin laid claim to the legacy of the Movement and
Dr. King as well, concentrating on the personal virtues of King and that of other Americans who have
changed the course of history at times when America has needed it. Other conservative personalities have
construed meanings of the Movement around themes of American greatness. For instance, Christina Hoff
Sommers, Senior Scholar at the American Enterprise Institute, and political commentator Tammy Bruce
minimized black agency and the social justice legacy of the CRM in appearances on C-Span earlier this
year. For Sommers and Bruce, the Movement is essentially an American accomplishment and a symbol of
America's greatness. They stripped the Movement of its political meanings, creating a narrative free of

racial and class struggles. Sommers made comments on the subject in an appearance on C-Span After
Words on 5/1/2010. Tammy Brace's comments came in an appearance in C-span coverage of Los Angeles
Festival of Books on 4/25/2010.
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A Long Walk Home and Driving Miss Daisy are widely recognized and highly
regarded films among critics. As a theme-focused Civil Rights tale, The Long Walk
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4 The arrest of Rosa Parks on December 1, 1955 sparked the organization of the Montgomery Bus
Boycott. The rapidly formed Montgomery Improvement Association led the campaign that started on
December 5th along with the Women's Political Council which spread the word of the Boycott among
black citizens throughout the city. At the time, nearly 75% of passengers were black and all bus drivers
were white. The Black population of Montgomery was around 40,000. The Boycott ended on December
20, 1956. Today, the Boycott is a landmark site of memory of the Civil Rights Movement (Davis 1998).
History had registered successful acts of resistance to segregation in public transportation by African
Americans in Montgomery, Alabama. In the year 1902, transportation segregation was modified after a
2 years boycott, but segregation was reinstated in 1906 (Hampton and Fayer 1990).
The Council acknowledges the tendency of storytellers to exaggerate, downplay, or underline particular

events according to present psychological, political, or cultural needs. The Council recognizes the
limitations of not incorporating the narratives of those who opposed the Movement, and not being
exhaustive in the number of narrators they included in the series (See Oral History Curriculum pages vi
and vii).
See The Oral History Curriculum, Southern Regional Council 1997.
See the Oral Histoiy Curriculum. Southern Regional Council 1997.
Stated in the Oral History Curriculum.
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Analysis
The Long Walk Home : Consensus through a Female White Messiah
The Long Walk Home (1990) focuses on the lives of a poor African American and a
middle-class white family in the context of the 1955 Montgomery Bus Boycott. The
film creates a good vs. evil Civil Rights story in which a middle class white woman
saves the white self and contributes to the Movement in an act of self-sacrifice. The
most wanted defeat of racist whites in Montgomery gives legitimacy to the story.
The film is based on a true story written by Montgomery native John Cork. In this

film, housewife Miriam Thompson (Sissy Spacek) develops empathetic feelings
towards her maid Odessa Cotter (Whoopie Goldberg) when she watches her walk to
work and back home every day in support of the organized bus boycott that is taking
place. As it is said in the movie, Miriam wanted to act Tike the rest of the niggers.'
The film presents the transformation of Miriam from a home-bounded wife to a
conscious and active supporter of the black struggle. Audiences could see Miriam
driving Odessa to and from work during the boycott as many white women did
during the boycott. Initially, Odessa sits in the back seat, but later Miriam asks her to
sit by her side, thereby violating the Southern code of interaction between white
women and their maids. Miriam, who indeed becomes the principal character of the
film, is transformed by the activism of black Montgomery. Miriam melancholically
revisits memories of the black maid who had raised her but with whom she could not

develop a closer relationship due to segregation. In the end, Miriam starts to feel

estranged from and disgusted by the racist society in which she lives. Miriam
struggles and grows, and starts to see Odessa as a human being, not just as the
'colored help'9who is there to complete household tasks for her.
This story emphasizes the contradictions that characterized white families in those
days. The 'state of mind' of the main characters is carefully and effectively conveyed
through dialog, figure behavior, speech, and framing (Villarejo 2007). The audience

can appreciate how most characters live in a permanent state of confusion,
ambivalence, and hyper-emotionality that translates at times into anger and rebellion
and other times into conformity. Miriam challenges racism and patriarchy by helping

Odessa in her familial and political struggles even against her husband's wishes.
9 Expression used by many white southerners to refer to black maids working in their households.
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The Long Walk Home sentimentalizes black/white conflict while relegating black

agency. According to the narratives, both black and whites are supposed to be
equally oppressed by segregation, which the filmmakers depict as the creation of an
unidentified and generalized group of racist white southerners. By creating a dichotomy
between the white self - that is, the "nonracist" white versus the "racist" white - the
notion of individual racism is reinforced over the reality of systemic racism.

Moreover, there is a problematic treatment of segregation and the CRM in this
film. There is not an effort in problematizing the linguistic order of the Thompson
household (white women are Miss or Mrs. while black women were always called

by their first name), neither in raising questions about who created segregation,
describing how it was maintained, how it was challenged, and how it represented the
centrality of black activism in challenging the system. The displacement of black

agency is crucial in making Mrs. Thompson the center of the story and in
strengthening themes of redemption, reconciliation, and victimization over themes

related to domination and black resistance and struggle. Such a historical narrative

reinforces the consensus narrative and the readably available myths about the
perpetual goodness and lightness of the white self. The language, the poetics, and
the cinematic effects of the film ultimately produced a reductive, palatable, and
uncomplicated narrative of the Boycott and the Movement (Villarejo 2007; RamirezBerg 2002). That said, The Long Walk Home is "more progressive" than Gone with

the Wind and Imitation of Life (Vera and Gordon 2003:111), presents a more
wholesome face of the black family, and calls audience's attention to interracial
friendship, racism, and sexism.
Driving Miss Daisy: Consensus through Denial
The film Driving Miss Daisy (1989) centers on the long "odd" relationship between

Daisy Werthan (Jessica Tandy) and Hoke Colebum (Morgan Freeman). Daisy is a
stubborn Jewish woman from Atlanta who struggles to accept that she is losing her
sight. Her son Boolie (Dan Ackroyd) decides to hire Hoke as her chauffeur after she has

an accident in her car. Hoke worked for Daisy from 1948 until 1963 when he retires.
Later in 1973, Daisy is taken to a nursing home where she is expected to spend the rest
of her life. The relationship between Daisy and Hoke survives all of those years.

This film resembles The Long Walk Home in many ways. Maybe the most
common features are conformist behavior of Odessa and Hoke, the simplification of
history and the presence of the white heroin. Although categorized as a comedy

(a peculiar detail in itself), this film seriously deals with the issue of race

relations in the US South in the pre- and post-CRM period. Despite an
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You can change a system, a system that controls everything... The power
structure was totally White. In order to get along, in order to survive this

[the boycott] you have to do.
God picked Montgomery to make it an international image of injustice to black
people in America.
In the oral series, black activists make it very clear that blacks foresaw an end to

segregation and harsh economic conditions through organized social protest,
mobilization, strong community and leadership, and by challenging the legitimacy
of Jim Crow laws in court. They did not want to wait "until white folks change their

mood" to bring about social change, as the films analyzed may have suggested.
Black activists bring to the center the importance of race and the pain caused by
racism: "We took a whole lot... We were beaten, we were arrested, our homes were
bombed, our churches were bombed, and we took all that."

The oral narratives associated whites with recrimination, aggression, arrests,
violence, bombings, and killings. The actions of The White Citizens Council in
Montgomery are made visible, especially its role in firing and threatening blacks
who supported the bus boycott. The cooperative actions of supportive whites are not
ignored, but they are not highly empathized in the recollections. The transcendent

black leadership and the struggle of the black community are the story. Initial
problems, like "the rift among blacks" and lack of volunteers in Montgomery, are

mentioned in tandem with the efforts by the leadership to overcome them and
achieve unity and success. In contrast, in The Long Walk Home , we saw a landmark
scene featuring distressed blacks and supportive whites being coerced by Council
members in a simultaneous portrait of black oppression and white solidarity.
Another difference is the representation of the black self as a unified group with a
strong sense of history and a firm commitment to the Movement. The black self is
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Discussion

The films Driving Miss Daisy and A Long Walk Home and the oral series Will the
Circle be Unbroken? give us access to specific operating frames of remembrance

utilized by Hollywood filmmakers and Civil Rights leaders. Both Hollywood
filmmakers and black activists made the Civil Rights Movement to matter b
depicting it as a source of positive social change. The consensus narratives o

Hollywood and black storytellers suggest that the Movement was important becau
it brought about necessary changes and because it transformed the country and mad
it a better place for all. However, the narratives of the Civil Rights activists and
Hollywood filmmakers produced a distinct historical memory of the Movement. For
instance, the difference is manifested in the selection of themes and the way in whic
these themes are deployed and discussed. The order of remembrance of Hollywood
films privileges the role of the "white heroin" in promoting and achieving social
change in our society. This central role played by the "white heroine," reaffirms
notions of the goodness of the white self, as well as our self-identity as a nation o

exceptional historical fabric and future (Vera and Gordon 2003). The oral serie
privilege themes such as life under Jim Crow, black activism, community,
leadership, racism, and black culture. The Hollywood consensus narrative to

incorporates notions of unchallenged black unity and activism, and celebrates blac
music as a source of inspiration and community.

The abovementioned black consensus narrative also appears in other works o

oral history by non-blacks, like it is the case of the Montgomery Adviser's oral serie

Voices of the Boycott (2005) .n In this powerful oral documentary, E.D. Nixon, Fre
Gray, Lucille Times, and numerous other Civil Rights sympathizers and activists tel
a very personal story of the Boycott, with plenty of familial and individual detai
about segregated Montgomery, the Movement, and the people who made it. Like in
the Circle, black actions, resilience, unity, and determination give shape to boycot
stories in this oral series. The King-centered documentary King: A Film Record...
Montgomery to Memphis (1970) by white Director Sydney Lernet also reproduces
the black consensus narrative, particularly notions of togetherness, decisiveness, and

cultural pride. Dr. King and the unified black leadership are icons of social change in
the documentary.12 We found unity and resilience to be essential to representations
of blackness in memories of segregation by senior black Floridians in interviews
carried out in 2000 (Liberato et al. 2008).

Jeffrey Wright reproduces the black consensus narrative in his HBO film Boycot
(2001), although he more emphatically represents tensions and disagreement takin

place among the Movement leaders.13 For example, the movie calls attention t

11 The Montgomery Advertiser produced a Boycott Anniversary package in 2005 to celebrate the 50t

Anniversary of the Boycott. The package contains a 44-page special section called "Voices of t

Boycott," which features interviews with boycott supporters and organizers. The package also features a
book, entitled "They Walked to Freedom: The Story of the Montgomery Bus Boycott" by Kenneth Hare,
and a website dedicated to the memory of the Boycott.

12 Similar representations appear in the short documentary and commemorative stamps series
Milestones of the Civil Rights Movement (To Form a More Perfect Union; 2004).
Spike Lee's Four Little Girls (1997) draws on themes of struggle, unity, and resistance by black people
to tell the story of the 16th Baptist Church bombing on September 15th, 1963.
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Like in the case of the Long Walk Home and Driving Miss Daisy, the consensus

narrative gave shape to Stanley Kramer's Guess Who's Coming to Dinner (1967)
and Alan Parker's Mississippi Burning (1988). These films equally emotionalized
conflict, de-centered black subjectivity, deployed white heroines/heroes, and eased
feelings of pain and guilt by making extreme bigots the only responsible for racism

(Vera and Gordon 2003). These films reproduced a narrative in which white
patriarchy, in the case of Kramer's film, and law enforcement institutions in the case

of Parker's, are protected and reaffirmed despite of the anti-racist motives that may
have influenced the making of such films.

Conclusions

There seems to be a predominance of the consensus narrative in Civil Rights
storytelling by Hollywood filmmakers and in the work of oral series. In the case of
Hollywood, even when telling painful and compelling Civil Rights stories, their

work tends to conform to the Hollywoodesque predilection for feel good

storytelling. Hollywood civil rights tales lack notions of historical continuity and
suggest consensus and well-being as inevitable outcomes of our trouble past. Black
storytellers also deploy a kind of consensus narrative in their Civil Rights stories we have referred to it as black consensus narrative in this piece. Struggle, unity, and
resilience by black Americans are the key components of this narrative. Conflict,
sexism, organizational challenges, classism, apathy or indifference are deemphasized
in this branch of consensus narrative. Events, biographies, and profiles are depicted
as final, without acknowledgement of alternative narratives, or the value of potential
untold stories still waiting to be heard.14

14 In general, consensus scripts have been systematically challenged by the work of numerous scholars

(Romano and Raiford 2006). For instance, just earlier this year, Danielle McGuire (2010) introduced a

sexual framework for interpreting the origin of the Bus Boycott in Montgomery. McGuire places the rape
of a 24-year-old black woman in 1944 and the sexual abuse of black women by white men at the center of
civil right struggles in Alabama and elsewhere. According to McGuire, it was the generalized rape and
assault of black women that sparked protest and activism among blacks throughout the South in the mid
1940s and through the later 1960s. McGuire' s work invites to a more gendered memoralization of the
movement.
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